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APPLICATIONS OF THE COVERING LEMMA 
FOR SEQUENCES OF MEASURES I 

W. MITCHELL 

ABSTRACT. We present several applications of the covering lemma for the 
core model for sequences of measures, including characterizations of the large 
cardinal strength necessary to make the filter of closed, unbounded subsets of 
WI an ultrafilter or to change the cofinality of a regular cardinal, and a char-
acterization of the minimal inner model containing an arbitrary elementary 
embedding. 

O. Introduction. In this paper we present some results which depend on a more 
precise use of indiscernibles in the covering lemma for K[l] than was required in 
[Mi84a, Mi]. We will discuss the necessary background from those papers in §1 
but the first two results can be given statements which do not require ideas from 
th'at paper. These are the results which were announced as (viii) and (x) on p. 230 
of [Mi84a]. 

O. 1. THEOREM. If K, is regular but becomes a singular strong limit cardinal 
of cofinality 8 > w in a generic extension then there is an inner model in which 
o(k) 2:: 8. More generally, if w < 8 = cf(K,) < K" 8W < K" and K, is regular in K(l), 
the core model for the maximal sequence 1 of measures, then 0(K,) 2:: 8 in K(l). 

This is best possible in the sense that if 8 is regular and o( K,) 2:: 8 then there 
is a generic extension with the same cardinals such that cf(K,) = 8 [Ma78]. If 
8 is replaced by w in Theorem 0.1 then Dodd and Jensen have shown [D-J82a, 
D-J82b] that 0(K,) 2:: 1 in an inner model; in this case the converse is given by 
Prikry forcing [Pr71]. It is not known whether Theorem 0.1 can be strengthened 
by replacing the hypothesis that 8w < K, with 1 K,I > WI. 

0.2. THEOREM (ZF + AC~o)' If the filter C of closed unbounded subsets of!'{1 
is an ultrafilter then there is an inner model with a repeat point at K,. 

We will define the notion of a repeat point in §l. It is known [Mi82] that 
if there is a cardinal with (roughly speaking) K,+ repeat points then there is a 
generic extension in which C is an ultrafilter. Both conditions have strengths strictly 
between 0(K,) = K,+ and 0(K,) = K,++. 

Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 will be proved in §2. The rest of the paper concerns the 
model LJ of sets constructible from an elementary embedding j. More precisely, 
set 

Ej = {(x, v): x is a set of ordinals and v E j(x)} 
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and define Lj to be the class of sets constructible using EJ' as a predicate, Since 
Lj = L(Ej) is well ordered, Ej n Lj can be coded as a class of ordinals and 
hence J' I Lj: -> LjU) is in Lj. Thus Lj is the smallest model of Z F containing 
the restriction of the elementary embedding J'. In this paper we will discuss the 
structure of Lj under the assumption that there is no inner model oElK O(K) = K++, 
so that the core model K(l) exists. 

There are two possibilities for Lj which would make the model uninteresting. 
First, U might contain little of the structure of the universe-at the worst extreme, 
it might just be LU where U = {x: K E j(x)} is the measure associated with j. 
We show that this never happens: in fact V always contains all of the essential 
structure of V: 

0.3. THEOREM. The core model K (1) as defined in Lj is an iterated ultra-
power of the core model as defined in V. 

The other unattractive possibility is that J' could code up the inessential structure 
of V along with its essential structure-at the worst, Lj might even be all of V. 
If j is allowed to be arbitrary then this sort of thing can happen. For example, 
suppose that there is no model of 3K O(K) = K++, so that the core model K(l) 
exists, and that the first measurable cardinals (Kn: nEw) in 1 are still measurable 
in V. Then for any subset a of w we can find an embedding j such that a E Lj by 
letting j be the iterated ultrapower which uses the measure Un on Kn once if n E a 
and w many times otherwise. To see that this works, observe that the covering 
lemma implies that if jUn: V -> Vl<n jUn then J'un I K(l) is an iterated ultrapower 
of K(l) using l(Kn ,O) = Un n K(l) finitely many times, so n E a iff the iterated 
ultrapower j I K(l) of K(l) uses l(Kn' 0) finitely many times. But by Theorem 
0.3 K(l)Lj is an iterated ultrapower of K(l), and since Un nV E V' for all nEw 
the relevant part of K(l)Lj is the same as K(l), so n E a iff Lj 1= U I K(l) uses 
l(Kn ,O) only finitely many times) and hence a E U. 

Our final result is that this does not happen if J' is simple enough: 

0.4. THEOREM. Suppose that;': V -> VI< jU is the canonical embedding, where 
U is a normal measure on K. Then V 1= V = K(l). 

It is not known whether Theorems 0.3 and 0.4 extend to models containing larger 
cardinals. If they do then it might be possible to consider using the models Lj as 
an alternate approach to obtaining inner models. It should be noted, however, that 
the arguments of this paper depend heavily on the previous existence of the inner 
model theory for sequences of measures and it seems likely that if an extension of 
these arguments is possible then it will depend even more heavily on a pre .. existing 
inner model theory for the cardinals concerned. 

The next section will deal with the extensions of the covering lemma for sequences 
of measures. We will begin with a very brief outline of the proof of the covering 
lemma and then use these ideas in an analysis of the indiscernibles arising from the 
lemma. §2 will then use these results to prove Theorems 0.1 and 0.2. §3 begins 
the discussion of Theorems 0.3 and 0.4; it contains the proof of Theorem 0.3 and 
also of a simple case of Theorem 0.4 which contains the basic idea of the general 
result without the complications of fine structure and indiscernibles. The proof of 
Theorem 0.4 is given in §4 except for one lemma which is proved in §5. 
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1. The covering lemma. In [MiJ the covering lemma, Lemma 6.3, was stated 
only in a limited form which made no reference to the indiscernibles used in a 
covering. The proof given there, however, readily yields the result we will need. 
We will outline the proof from [MiJ and then extract the results we need. For more 
details the reader should, of course, go to [Mi84aJ and [MiJ. The definition of 
K(J), for an arbitrary sequence J, is given in [Mi84aJ. The most important part 
of [MiJ from our point of view will be the proof of the covering lemma given in §5 
of that paper, although the material from §§6 and 7 will also be of use. The most 
complicated part of that paper, the fine structure material in §4, will not be used 
directly here. 

The letters J and 9 always denote coherent sequences of measures as in [Mi 74J. 
An J I I\:-mouse is a transitive set m = Jff such that 

(i) 9 I I\: = J I I\: and m Fe "9 is a coherent sequence of measures", 
(ii) every iterated ultrapower of m is well founded, and 
(iii) there is a function hm , I:l definable over m (from a parameter p) such that 

m = hm"l\:. 
K(J) is the smallest set which contains J and all J I v-mice for all ordinals v. 

In this paper J will always denote the maximal sequence of measures as defined in 
[MiJ under the assumption that there is no inner model of 31\: 0(1\:) = 1\:++. This 
sequence is maximal in the sense that if U is any measure on P( v) n K (J) for some 
v then Un K(J) is in J and in fact if i: K(J) -+ M is any elementary embedding 
into a well-founded class M then i is an iterated ultrapower by measures in 1-

The proof of the covering lemma starts with a cardinal I\: which is regular in 
K(J) but singular in the real world, and uses a set N -< HI<+ such that W N c N, 
INI < K, and N n I\: is cofinal in 1\:. Our analysis will deal with arbitrary sets 
N. We will always use N to denote an elementary substructure of H>. for some 
sufficiently large A (which will not generally be explicitly mentioned) such that 
W N c N. We will frequently put additional conditions on N, notably that N is 
closed under longer than countable sequences and that N contains various sets of 
current interest. Let 1T: M ~ N be the transitive collapse of N. If 1T is the identity, 
that is, if N is transitive, then there is nothing more to say, so we assume that N 
is not transitive and hence 1T(~) > ~ for some ~ < 1\:. If every 1T- 1(J) I ~-mouse 
were in M then it would be possible to extend the map 1T to all of K(J) so that 
the measure induced on the critical point of 1T is not in K(J), contradicting the 
maximality of J. Thus there is a 1T- 1(J) I ~-mouse n = Jff which is not in M. We 
now use iterated ultrapowers to match the sequences 9 and 1T- 1 (J). It turns out 
that only 9 needs to be moved in the process, so we obtain an iterated ultrapower 
i: Jff -+ J;,' such that 9' 11T-l(l\:) = J 11T-l(I\:). The iteration points of i form a 
system of indiscernibles for M, and the images of these indiscernibles under 1T form 
a system eN of indiscernibles for N. The universal I:l function hm for m maps 
to a function h' over Jff such that M n H rr -l(l<) is contained in the smallest set 
hm"(~; e) containing ~, closed under h', and containing the indiscernibles for (a,;3) 
whenever it contains (a,;3). This in turn is mapped by 1T to a function hN such 
that N n HI< n K(J) is contained in hN "(1T(O; e). Finally, an inductive argument 
can be used to reduce the ordinal1T(O to some ordinal e < INI+. 

We now list some basic facts about the system eN of indiscernibles and the 
function hN; these facts all fall out from the construction outlined above. 
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1.1. Facts. (i) Let. H be the set offunctions {AxhN(n,x):n E w}. Then H con-
tains the rudimentary functions, the order function 07, the coherence function e for 
" and the characteristic function of 1. In addition it is closed under composition. 

(ii) The function hN is in K(l). 
Here (and elsewhere) we indifferently write hN(y,z) and hN((X,y)). We write 

hN"x for {h(z): z E<w (z U ~n; it is this closure of a set x under h with which we 
will be primarily concerned, rather than with hN itself. 

We say that e is a support if e is a finite increasing sequence such that for each 
c Ee, c E CN(a,{3) for some pair (a,{3) in h"(e n c). 

(iii) (a) N n K(l) = U{h"(e): e is a support}. 
(b) If e is a support and x E h"(e U rk(x) + 1) then x E h"(rk(x) + 1); and 

if x E h" e then x E h"(e n (rk(x) + 1)). Here rk(x) is the rank of x under the 
well-founded relation 'E'. 

(c) If c E C(a,{3) and I < o(c) then there is {3' E {3 n hN"c such that I = 
e (a, (3' , (3)( c), where e is the coherence function for 1: that is, AV < K, e (a, (3' , (3) (v) 
is the least function f in K(l) such that [f]7(0,13) = (3'. 

(iv) (a) If c E C(a,{3) and x E hN"c then c E x iff x E l(a,{3). 
(b) If c,c' E C(a,{3) and x E hN"(inf(c,c')) then c E x iff c' E x. 
Note that by (iii), (iv)(a) applies whenever x E h"(c U e) and e n [c, a) = 0, 

and similarly for (ii) (b) . 0 
So far everything is implicit in Lemma 6.3 of [Mi], or at least in the proof of 

that lemma. In particular nothing we have said so far applies beyond N. In the 
Dodd-Jensen core model K for LJ.L, the set eN of indiscernibles is a Prikry sequence 
for LJ.L and is unique except for finitely many changes [D-J82a, D-J82h]. In our 
case it is also a set of indiscernibles for K(l) and is close to being unique, though 
the situation is more complicated than it is for LJ.L. One important difference is 
that in the core model for a single measure there is a single Prikry sequence e 
which will work for any set N, but there need not be any such universal system of 
indiscernibles for K(l) (see [Mi84h]). 

If c is an indiscernible in CN then we write aN (c) and (3N (c) for the unique pair 
(a,{3) E hN"c such that c E CN(a,{3). Then whenever c E CN(a',{3') for a' f. a we 
have a' E CN(a,{3") for some {3" > {3 such that (3' = e(a,{3,{3")(a'). 

1.2. LEMMA. Suppose that Nand N' are as in the statement of the covering 
lemma. Then 

(i) {c E N n N': c E CN\C N'} is finite. 
(ii) {a: 3c E CN n CN' a = aN (c) f. aN' (cn is finite. 
(iii) Suppose that Cn E CN(an,{3n), where Cn < an ~ Cn+l for each nEw. 

If g is any function in K(l) then except for finitely many n we have Cn E x iff 
x E 1 ( an, (3n) for all x E g" (cn U {an}). 

(iv) {a: 3c E C N n C N' : a = aN (c) = aN' (c) and (3N (c) f. {3N' (c n is finite. 

PROOF. (i) Suppose that Cn E CN\CN' for each nEw. Then Cn E hN'''(cn) for 
each nEw. Since N is an elementary substructure of H)..+ for sufficiently large A, 
N F 3g E K(l) 'tin E w Cn E g"cn (recall that wN c N, so (cn:n E w) is in N). 
Let c be a support for such a g. Then Cn E h"(e U cn) for each n in w. It follows 
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from Fact 1.1(i), (iii) that Cn E h"((c n Cn + 1) U cn) and except for the finitely 
many cn's which are in c it follows that Cn E h"cn , which contradicts Fact 1.1(iv). 

(ii) If part (ii) fails then by symmetry we can assume that there is a sequence 
(cn : nEw) such that Cn < aN' (cn ) < aN (cn ) < Cn+l for each nEw. It follows 
that there is a function 9 in K (1) such that g" Cn n [en, aN (cn )) =1= 0 for each n, and 
hence that there is such a function in N. This is impossible except for the finitely 
many n's such that the support of 9 has nonempty intersection with [en, aN (cn )). 

(iii) If part (iii) fails then there is a function 9 in N witnessing its failure, but 
this is impossible except for the finitely many n's such that the support of 9 has 
nonempty intersection with the interval [en, an). 

(iv) If part (iv) fails then let Cn E eN (an ,/3n ) n eN' (an' ,8~), where Cn < an < 
Cn+l and,8n =1= ,8~ for each n in w. Then the sequence ((cn , an): nEw) satisfies (iii) 
for both of the sequences (,8n: nEw) and (,8~: nEw), and we have ,8~ E hN'''(cn ) 
for each n. Then N satisfies that there is a function 9 E K (1) and ordinals 
,8~ E g"cn such that ,8~ =1= ,8n and (iii) is satisfied by the sequence (,8~: v E w). 
But then the least x in the ordering of K(l) such that x E l(an , ,8n)\l(an , (3~) 
is in hN,,(cn ) except for those finitely many n's such that the support of 9 has 
nonempty intersection with the interval [Cn' an) and thus the truth of (iii) for x 
and the sequence of ,8n's implies its failure for the ,8" sequence. 0 

Lemma 1.2 leaves only one major question open concerning the absoluteness of 
eN: if C E e (a,,8) where a is one of the finitely many places at which Lemma 
1.2(iv) fails then what can we say about C in eN'? The answer to this is not known 
in general, but we can answer it under stronger assumptions. 

1.3. DEFINITION. ,8 is a (weak) repeat point for 1 at a if for each set A in 
l(a,,8) there is a (3' < ,8 such that A E l(a, ,8'). 

If there are no repeat points in K (1) then for each ,8 < o( a) there is a set A, 
definable from ,8 in K(l), such that A E l(a,,8) but A rt. l(a, ,8') for ,8' =1= ,8: 
let A' be least such that A' E 1( a,(8) but A' rt. 1( a, ,8') for ,8' < ,8, and set 
A = {v E A': V, < o(v) A' n v rt. l(v, ,n. This enables us to fix with some 
reliability which measures an indiscernible belongs to. 

1.4. LEMMA. Suppose that N, (cn:n E w), (an:n E w), and (,8n:n E w) are 
as in Lemma 1.4(iii) and that there are no repeat points in K(l). Then for any 
N' c N we have that Cn E eN' (an' (3n) except for finitely many n. 

PROOF. By Lemma 1.3(iv) , {aN(cn):cn rt. e N'(an ,,8nn is finite, so we can 
assume that aN (cn ) = a is constant. It follows that {n: aN' (cn ) < Un en} is 
finite so we can assume that aN (cn ) = a' is also constant. Then aN (an) = a 
and aN' (an) = a' as well. Let Cn E eN'(a'"n) and an E eN'(a',An ). We claim 
that ,n < An for all but finitely many n's. Otherwise we have, using the fact that 
there are no repeat points, sets An E hN'''(cn ) for each n such that Cn E An but 
An rt.1(an ,,8) for any,8 < o(an ), contradicting Lemma 1.4(iii). But now it follows 
that for all but finitely many n we have Cn E eN'(an,C(a'"n, An)(an )) and it is 
immediate from the remark above that this implies that,8n = C(a', ,n, An)(an ). 0 

1.5. LEMMA. Suppose thatN' J NU{hN }, and any of the following conditions 
hold: 

(i) There is no weak repeat point for 1 at a. 
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(ii) cf(n)NCN. 

(iii) For all c E U,e<o(n) C(o:,!3) there are c' ?: c and 13' ?: !3(c) such that c' E 
CN (0:,13') n CN ' (0:,13')· 

Then the set of c such that c E CN (0:, (3)\C N' (0:,!3) is bounded in 0:. (For clause 
(ii) we have a more general result: if D is an unbounded subset of 0:, c E CN (0:, /310') 
for each c E D, and D and (!3c:c E D) are in N then {c E D:c f/- CN'(o:,!3c)} is 
bounded in 0:.) 

PROOF. (i) Let c be the support of hN in N' and let c be any indiscernible in 
CN ' (0:,13) large enough that c n [c,o:) = 0. Since there are no repeat points for 
1 at 0:, there is a set A,e, definable from 13 in K(l), such that A,e E 1(0:,!3) but 
A,e f/-1(0:,!3') for any 13' f:.!3. Then A,e E hN"c so c E A,e. But 13 E hN'''c and c is 
an indiscernible for 0: in N', so c E A,e implies c E C(o:, (3). 

(ii) We prove the more general result stated at the end; clause (ii) follows imme-
diately. If the conclusion fails then there is a sequence (xc: c E D) and a function 
g E K (1) such that Xc E g" c for all c E D and such that for cofinally many c 
we have Xc E l(o:,!3c) but c f/- Xc. Since D and (!3c: c E D) are in N, it follows 
that there is such a function g and sequence (xc: c E D) in N, but then we have 
Xc E l(o:,!3c) iff c E Xc for all c larger than the largest member of the support of g 
below 0:. 

(iii) Suppose that the conclusion fails. Then we can pick sequences (vn : n E 
w) and (~n: nEw) such that for each n we have Vn < ~n < Vn+l, Vn E D, 
Vn f/- CN'(o:,!3vJ, ~n E CN(o:,An) n CN'(o:,An), An ?: !3vn , and if An > !3vn then 

N' Vn E C (0:, In) for some In < !3vn· 
Suppose for the moment that An = !3vn for infinitely many n. Then there are 

sets (Xn:n E w) such that Vn E Xn but ~n f/- Xn and Xn E hN'''(vn ). It follows 
that N satisfies that there is a function g in K(l) and sets Xn with the same 
properties, but this is impossible except for those n's such that the support of g 
has nonempty intersection with the interval [vn, ~nJ. 

Now suppose that !3vn < An for each n. We can assume that the sequences were 
chosen so that the support of hN in N' has empty intersection with the interval 
[vo,o:). It follows that both In and !3vn are in hN'''(vn ), and hence so is the least 
set Xn E 1(0:, In)\l(o:, !3vJ. Also, we must have 

C(o:, In, !3eJ(~n) f:. C(o:, !3vn, !3eJ(~n)' 

Thus Xn is a set such that Vn E Xn and Xn f/- l(~n,!3vn,!3t;J(~n)' and there 
is a function g E K(l) such that Xn E g"vn for each n, contradicting Lemma 
1.2(iii). 0 

We finish up this section with a look at sequences of indiscernibles for 0: which 
are like those in (ii) above but are not cofinal in 0:. 

1.6. LEMMA. Suppose that (cv: v < 8) E N is an increasing sequence, that 
c = Uv Cv < 0:, and that Cv E CN (0:,1310') for each v where (1310': v < 8) E N is a 
nondecreasing sequence. Then c E CN(o:,!3) for some 13 such that 13 > 1310' for all 
v < 8. 

PROOF. c must be in N since the sequence (cv : v < 8) is in N, and c must be in 
CN (0:,!3) for some 13 since hN"c n [c, 0:) = 0. Suppose that 13 -:::: 1310' for some V and 
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assume that f3v < f3t; for ~ > v (the case of equality is similar). Define U to be the 
set of x c c such that for every sufficiently large ~, x n Ct; E J"( Ct;, C( a, f3v, f3t;) (Ct;)). 
By the argument of Lemma 1.4(ii), U is a measure on C in K(J"), and since the 
sequences (cv: v < 8) and (f3v: v < 8) are in N, U is in N. It follows by Fact 
1.1(iii)( c) that U = J"(c, C( a", (3)(e)) for some, E f3 n hNII c. Since both, and f3v 
are in hNllc, there is a set A in hNIIC such that A E J"(a, f3v) but A rt J"(a, ,). Thus 
A E U by the definition of U, but Art J"(a,,) and hence A rt J"(a,C(a",f3)(c)). 
This contradiction establishes the lemma. 0 

2. Proofs of Theorems 0.1 and 0.2. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 0.1. We begin with a proof of the general form of the 

theorem: We are given a regular cardinal", of K(J") such that w < 8 = cf(",) < '" 
and 8W < "'. Pick N so that 8 U {8,,,,} c Nand INI < "'. Since wN C N, N 
satisfies that cf(",) = 8, and 8 c N, Nn", is count ably closed and unbounded. Then 
{v: 3a ~ '" 3f3 < o( a) vEe (a, (3)} contains a count ably closed, unbounded set E: 
otherwise there would be a stationary set X of ordinals c such that h N II en [c, "') =I- 0, 
but then there would be a stationary subset X' of X and a fixed, < '" such that 
hNII,n[e,,,,) =I- 0 for all c E X', so that cf(",):::;, in K(J"), contrary to assumption. 

Now if a =.inf({aN(c):c E E}) then aN(c) = a for all sufficiently large c E E, 
so we may as well assume aN(c) = a for all c E E. 

Suppose that UCEE f3N (c) < 8. Then there is a fixed f3 < 8 and a stationary 
subset X of E of ordinals of cofinality w such that f3N(c) = f3 for c E X. Let c be 
any limit point of X in X. Since N contains all of its countable subsets, Lemma 
1.6 implies that f3N (c) > f3; this contradiction shows that f3N (a) ~ 8. 

We want to show that o( "') itself is at least 8. If we had assumed that 2D < '" then 
we could assume D N c N and apply Lemma 1.6 directly, but as it is we do not know 
that E E N. By using Lemma 1.6 together with the fact that W N C N we can find 
an w-closed, unbounded sequence (cv:v < 8) so that aN(cv) = a and f3N(cv') < 
f3N (cv) when v' < v < 8. Pick N' ::J N such that (cv: v < 8) and (f3v: v < 8) are in 
N'. By Lemma 1.4 we have Cv E CN'(Cv+l,C(a,f3N(cv),f3N(cV+l))(Cv+d) for all 
sufficiently large v. It follows that aN' (cv ) = a for some fixed a and all sufficiently 
large v. If a has repeat points then it is not clear that (f3N' (c v ): v < 8) E N' so 
we still cannot apply Lemma 1.6 directly, but since sup( o( cv ): v < 8) ~ 8 we can 
apply the proof of Lemma 1.6 to see that 0("') ~ 8. 

This completes the proof of the general statement of Theorem 0.1. The main 
statement follows immediately from this: if there is no inner model of 3", 0("') ~ {j 
then K(J") exists, and by Lemma 7.14 of [Mil, J" is still maximal and K(J") is 
still its core model in any generic extension V (G) of V. The general statement, 
applied in V (G), then implies that the hypothesis of Theorem 0.1 implies 0("') ~ 8 
in K(J"). 0 

PROOF OF THEOREM 0.2. Let '" be the true wl. We are given that the 
filter C of closed, unbounded subsets of K, is an ultrafilter. By the covering lemma, 
C n K(J") = J"("" (3) for some f3 < 0("'); we will show that f3 is a repeat point. 
Suppose that it is not. Then there is a set A in K(J") such that A E J"("" (3) but 
A rt J"("" f3') for all f3' < f3. We can assume that every ordinal in A is inaccessible 
in K(J") and that for all a E A, Ana rt U, J"(a,,). Since J"(""f3) = c, A contains 
a closed, unbounded set c. Let M = LC(K(J"), c), the smallest model containing 
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the set c, the class K(:1), and en M. For the rest of the proof we will be working 
inside M. Since /\, is measurable in M we can find a cardinal 0: in c of cofinality 
wiM ). Now K(:1) is still the core model inside M and 0: is regular in K(:1). Pick 
N so that INI < 0:, <aN c N, and Nn 0: is unbounded in 0:. Then eN contains a 
closed, unbounded set of indiscernibles for measures on 0:, and since c is also closed 
and unbounded, unboundedly many of them must be in c and hence in A. It follows 
that An 0: is in some measure on 0:, contradicting the assumption on A. 0 

2.1. Problems. (i) In [Mi82] we show that if o(/\') = (3 + 1 where (3 is a limit 
of /\,+ strong repeat points, then there is a generic extension in which the closed 
unbounded filter is an ultrafilter. What is the true consistency strength of this 
condition? 

(ii) Under the assumption of AD the ultrafilter C of closed, unbounded sets has 
the stronger property that i C (Wl) = W2. What is the consistency strength of this 
property? It is probably stronger than o(/\') = /\,++ since if we set /\, = Wl then it 
implies that /\,+ of K(:1) has cardinality /\, in the real world, so that all the measures 
on /\, in K (:1) are still in VK"/ C. Only a slight strengthening of the covering lemma 
would be required to show that this is impossible. 

3. Introduction to £1'. This section is preliminary to the more difficult mate-
rial in the last two sections. We will end the section with the proof of Theorem 0.3 
but first we will consider, as an aid to the intuition, a simple case of Theorem 0.4. 
Suppose that U and Ware measures on /\, and ,x, respectively, that V = L(U, W), 
and j = i U : V -t VI< jU. 

3.1. PROPOSITION. (i) [) is obtained by taking /\, iterations of the measure 
W: 

i = i~: L(U, W) -t Lj = uitl«L(U, W), W). 
(ii) The embedding j ~ Lj is obtained inside Lj by taking a single ultrapower of 

£1 by i(U), followed by j(/\') iterations by the measure i(W). 

PROOF. We first observe that i(U) and i(W) are in Lj. The second is easy: 
if ,x = (,xv: l/ E /\,) are the iteration points of i, 'xv = i!y (,x), then x E i(W) 
iff j(A)", E j(/\,). There are two slightly different cases for i(U), depending on 
whether /\, < ,x or /\, > ,x. If /\, < ,x then i(/\') = /\, and i(U) = U = {x: /\, E j(x)}. If 
/\, > ,x then i(/\') > /\, but since each x E P(i(/\,)) n ult",(L(U, W), W) has a support 
bounded in /\, we get x E i(U) iff j(i ~ /\,)(/\,) E j(x), so again i(U) E Lj. 

In this later case we actually have U E [), just as in the first case, but this is 
not helpful: in fact Un Lj = i(W). 

It follows that M = L( i(U), i(W)) c Lj. Clause (ii) of the lemma implies that 
j ~ ME M, so that Lj c M and hence Lj = M. Thus the proof of clause (ii) is 
the crucial step which will also complete the proof of clause (i) and hence of the 
theorem. 

Set j* = i~~~/ ii(U), so that clause (ii) asserts that j ~ M = J'*. If x is any 
member of M then x can be written in the form i(f)(7) where 7 is a sequence 
of iteration points i~ (,x) of ,x. It is easy to verify that j(7) = 7 = j*(7) (this 
verification is most e~ily carried out separately for the cases /\, < ,x and ,x < /\'). 
Thus j(x) = j(i(f)(7)) = j(i(f))(j*(7)) and if we show that ji = j*i then we will 
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have 

j(X) = ji(f)(i*(c)) = j*i(f)(j*(c)) = j*(i(f)(c)) = j*(x), 

as required. Now ji = j(i)j = j(i~)j = i~~~) j; that is to say, a single ultrapower 
by U followd by j(K,) ultrapowers using W. On the other hand j*i involves K, 
iterations using W, then a single iteration by U, and then j(K,) more iterations using 
W. Since ultrapowers on different cardinals commute we can move the ultrapower 
by U to the front, so this is the same as a single interation by U followed by j(K,) 
iterations by W, which is the same as ji. 0 

The full proof of Theorem 0.4 is, of course, more complicated because it must 
handle more complicated sequences, but a second major difficulty enters as soon 
as there are cardinals>. such that 0(>.) ~ K, in K(J} The argument above used 
the fact that j(W) = W. As long as cf(>.) =I=- K, for all >. (except K,) which are 
measurable in K (J) then we can use a reasonably straightforward generalization 
of the argument of Proposition 3.1; in particular Lj is obtained in the same way, 
by taking K, iterations using each measure in K(J) except those on K,. If cf(>.) = 
K" which can happen when 0(>.) ~ K" the measures on >. may already be in V, 
without having to take the K, iterations. The need to distinguish these possibilities 
is responsible for much of the difficulty in the proof of Theorem 0.4. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 0.3. Let Kj(JJ) be the maximal core model as defined 
in Lj. We will first show that every Jj-mouse is in V, so that KJ(Jj) = K(Jj), 
and then we will show that K(Jj) is an iterated ultrapower of K(J). 

Suppose that there is an Jj I ')'-mouse m = Jj which is not in Lj, and as-
sume that')' is minimal. We define iterated ultrapowers i: Kj(JJ) -+ Kv(Jv ) and 
k: m -+ J~/(9) as usual: i and k are limits of the sequence iv: Kj(Jj) -+ K(Jv) 
and kv: Jj -+ mv = Jj:, where iv,v+l and kv,v+l are either the identity or the 
ultrapower by Jv(av,/3v) and 9v(av,/3v), respectively, and (av,/3v) is the least 
pair such that either Jv(av,/3v ) =I=- 9v(av,/3v) or /3v = inf(09 v (av),0.1v (av )) < 
sup(09 v (av),0.1v (av)). If kv,v+l is the identity for all sufficiently large v then mv 
is an initial segment of L(Jv ), which implies that mv E L(Jv) and hence (since m 
is isomorphic to the transitive collapse of a definable submodel of mv) implies that 
m is in Kj(Jj). Thus the comparison never terminates. 

This comparison is slightly different from those of [Mi84a, Mil, since J may be 
a proper class. Start with the class D of ordinals of cofinality K,. We will put a 
series of additional conditions on the ordinals in D which will shrink it to a smaller, 
but still stationary, class. First, since each mv is a set we can assume that there are 
ordinals Vo and a, /3 E m vo so that av = kvo,v(a) and /3v = kvo ,v(/3) for each v E D. 
Then kVI,v(avl,/3vl) = (av,/3v) for v' < v in D. It follows that kv,v+l(av) > av for 
each v ED, so 09v (av ) > /3v. It also follows that we can shrink D to a stationary 
subclass so that we have iv(v) = v = a v for all v E D. 

We have two cases. If o.1v (av) > /3v for a stationary class, then there is a 
set Xv E mv n K(Jv) such that Xv E 9v(av ,/3v)\Jv(av,/3v) for each v, and we 
can shrink D to a stationary subclass such that Xv = kvo,v(x) for all v E D and 
some fixed Vo and x. Then kVI,v(XVI) = kVI,v(kvO,VI(X)) = kvo,v(x) = Xv. Because 
XVi E 9v(av, /3v) we then have v' E kVI,v(XVI) = Xv; and also we have XVi = Xv nv'. 
Now shrink D again so that for all v E D and some fixed Vo there is x v E K Vo (Jvo ) 
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i"o,"(x,,) n V' = X" n V' = X"I = i"O,,,(X,,I) n V', 

SO X"I = X" n V'. But then X"I tj. J" (0:", (3,,) implies that 

contradicting the fact that v' E X". This contradiction proves that we can shrink 
D to a stationary subclass so that for all V E D we have i(v) = V and hence 
o1'v (0:,,) = (3". 

Let v be a limit point of D in D. Then U = 9"(0:,,, (3,,) = {x c )..: D\x is 
bounded in o:,,}, and U is a measure on K,,(J,,) since P(o:,,) nK,,(J,,) em". Since 
i,,(v') = v' for all v' E D, U is also a measure on Kj(Jj). Now let f enumerate a 
cofinal subset of D n 0:" of order type "-. Then any set x is in U iff [flu E j(x) so 
U is in Lj, contradicting the maximality of Kj (Jj) in Lj. 

Now since Kj(Jj) = K(Jj), we know by Theorem 7.10 of [Mil that there is an 
iterated ultrapower k of K(J) which takes J (or an initial part of J) to Jj. We 
need to show, in the terminology of that paper, that k is proper. If k is the limit of 
the iterated ultrapowers k,,: K(J) ---> K(J,,) then this means that {k,,(o:): v E ord} 
is bounded for each ordinal 0:. If k is not proper then there are 0: and Vo such 
that {k"o," (0:): v E ord} is unbounded but {k", (0:'): v E ord} is bounded for each 
v' > Vo and 0:' < k"o,"(O:). Then 0:" = k .... o, .... (O:) for a closed and unbounded class 
D, and we can shrink D to a stationary subclass of ordinals of cofinality K, such 
that k .... I ,,,((3 .... ,) = (3 .... for v' < v in D. Then the argument of the second case above 
shows that if v is a limit point of Din D then J .... (o: .... ,(3 .... ) E V, contradicting the 
maximality of Jj there. D 

4. The proof of Theorem 0.4. In this section we introduce the main concepts 
of the proof and complete the proof except for the main lemma. The main lemma, 
which is stated near the end of this section and proved in the next section, will 
require a large part of our effort. 

We have U a measure on "- and J: V ---> VK,jU. By Lemma 7.16 of [Mil, j I K(J) 
is an iterated ultrapower of K(J). Since "- is the critical point of j, this iterated 
ultrapower will use no measures on cardinals below "-, but at least one measure on "-. 
Our arguments will be easier if j uses all (or at least cofinally many) of the measures 
on "-, therefore we let (3j S 0("-) be the least ordinal (ifthere is any) such that if the 
iterated ultrapower J' is the limit of iterated ultrapowers J' .... : K(J) ---> K(J .... ) then at 
no stage is an ultrapower by J .... (j .... (,,-),(3') used for (3' ~ J~((3j). Equivalently, (3j is 
the least ordinal such that o (j(,,-), (3') = 0 for all (3' > (3j where 0 is the system 
ofindiscernibles generated by y'. Set K(lj) = ult(K(J), J(,,-,(3j)) if (3j < o(f3j) and 
~. = J otherwise. Then by Lemma 7.8 of [Mil, K(~) is still maximal everywhere 
except at "-. In particular j I K(lj) is still an iterated ultrapower of K(lj). For 
the rest of the paper we will be using K(lj) exclusively rather than K(J), so we 
will drop the subscript, using the letter J to denote what we have been calling lj. 

We now must construct some machinery in order to proceed. 
4.1. DEFINITION. (i) If e = ei for some embedding i: K(J) ---> K(i(J)) then we 

say that 13 is definable for e from x if there is f E K(J) such that 13 E i(f)"x. If 
e = eN then 13 is definable for e from x if 13 E hN"x. 
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(ii) Suppose that C is a system of indiscernibles for the sequence 9. Then we say 
that c is an accumulation point in C for measures on a below {3 if {3 is definable for 
C from c and for all v < c and , < {3 such that , is definable for C from c there is 
c' E C(a, {3') with v < c' ~ c and , ~ {3' < {3. (Notice that this definition includes 
the case when {3 = {3' + 1 and c E C (a, {3').) 

(iii) D is a 8-set of indiscernibles for the measure 9 (a, {3) if D has order type 
and 9(a, {3) = {x: D\x is bounded in a}. 

(iv) More generally, if c = (cv : v < 8) is an increasing sequence of ordinals below 
a and {3= ({3v: v < 8) is a nondecreasing sequence of ordinals below o(a) then we 
say that c is a 8-set of indiscernibles for the measures {3 on a (or, more loosely, 
on the measures below {3 = U {3) provided that c is unbounded in a, there is 
a function g E K (J) such that each {3v E gil cv , and {v E 8: 3x E f" Cv Cv E x 
x E 9(a,{3v)} is bounded in 8 for each function f E K(J). 

We will say that there is a 8-set of indiscernibles for cofinally many measures 
~ ~ 

below {3 if there are 8-sets c for sequences {3 with sup( {3) arbitrarily large in {3. 
Notice that if C is a complete set of indiscernibles for the measures below a then 
this implies that there are 8-sets of indiscernibles for every measure below {3. 

4.2. PROPOSITION. If c is an accumulation point in Cj for measures on a 
below {3 and cf(c) ~ '" then c E Cj(a,{3') for some {3' ~ {3. 

PROOF. For each, < {3 which is definable for CJ from c let x c c be in U, iff 
the set of v < c such that 

3A > ,(v E Cj(a, A) and x n v E j(J)(v, C(a", A)(V))) 

is unbounded in c. Then each U, is a measure on cnK(j(J)). It is in VI< jU because 
it can be defined from a sequence of length of at most", and VI< jU is closed under 
sequences of length "'. It follows by maximality that it is in the sequence j(J). 
Then U, = j( J)( c, C( a", {3)( c)) and so c E CJ (a, {3') for some {3' > ,. D 

4.3. COROLLARY. 0.1 ("') is either a successor or of cofinality at least "'. 

PROOF. If cf(o.1(",)) < '" in K(J) then l'o(",) is cofinal in J·(o(",)). By the 
choice of J, there must be an accumulation point in Cj for measures on J.("') below 
j (o( "')). The least such accumulation point has cofinality cf (0.1 ("')) and hence 
cannot be less than J.("') by Proposition 4.2, but it cannot be j(",) because j(",) has 
cofinality greater than "'. D 

We write N(a, {3, 8, v, {3') to mean the least member of C(a, {3') which is greater 
than or equal to the vth ordinal c > 8 such that c is an accumulation point in C for 
measures on a below {3. Notice that the next indiscernible function, s( a, {3, 8) = 
n(C(a, {3)\8 + 1), may be written N(a, {3 + 1,8,1, {3). 

4.4. PROPOSITION. Every indiscernible c in CJ may be written in the form 
N(a, {3, 8,1, A) for some 8 < c, and some a, {3, and A < {3 which are definable for 
Cj from c. 

PROOF. By the definition of accumulation point, there is a largest ordinal {3 
so that c is an accumulation point for measures below {3. If {3 = A + 1 and c = 
sea, A, {3) = N(a,{3, 8,1, A) then we are done. Otherwise the fact that c tf. Cj(a, {3') 
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for any 13' ~ 13 implies that cf(c) > w by Proposition 4.2. If c =f N(a,f3,o, 1,>.) for 
any 0 < c and >. < 13 then the set A of accumulation points for measures below 13 
must be closed and unbounded in c. By Proposition 4.2 every limit point of A of 
cofinality w is in cj (a, 13') for some 13' ~ 13. Then c is an accumulation point 13' + 1, 
contradicting the choice of 13. 0 

The parameter v was not required here because of the fact that there are never 
more than w consecutive accumulation points for the same measure without ac-
cumulation points for larger measures. It will be required later for the iterated 
ultrapower i*, which will have", consecutive accumulation points. The parameter 
>. was not really required here either, since c was always the least accumulation point 
for 13 and>' was simply taken to be the ordinal such that C E C(a, >.). To see why 
we nevertheless need to include >., consider an iterated ultrapower k: K(J(l)) --- M 
which moves c. Then k( c) will no longer be an accumulation point for k(f3) in Ckj, 
but k(c) will be Nkj (k(a), k(f3), k(o), 1, k(>')). 

4.5. DEFINITION. (i) A support in Cj is an increasing sequence c = (co, ... , cn-d 
such that each Cm is equal to N(am,f3m,cm-l, 1,f3~_1) for some am,f3m, and f3~ 
definable for cj from c I m, with 13m as large as possible. (If m = 0, then we take 
Cm-l to be 0.) The support functions for c are the functions witnessing that the 
ordinals am, 13m, and f3~ are definable. 

(ii) A support for a set x E K(J(l)) is a support c in Cj such that x is definable 
for cj from c. The support functions for x are the support functions of c together 
with the function witnessing the definability of x from c. 

We will use the accumulation points of j to find a finite piece of information 
which characterizes the action of j at "'. Once we have this characterization we will 
be ready to give the construction of [) and j I Lj. 

4.6. DEFINITION. The increasing sequence (cn : n < k) of ordinals below j(",) and 
nonincreasing sequence (f3n: n < k) of measures on j(",) are defined by induction 
on n: f3n is the largest ordinal such that there is an accumulation point c in Ci for 
measures below f3n with Cn-l < C ~ J'(",), and Cn is the smallest such accumulation 
point. 

We claim that k is finite. Otherwise, since (f3n: n < k) is nonincreasing it must 
be eventually constant. Let 13 = nn f3n, the eventual value of f3n, and C = Un Cn· 
Then c < j(",) since J.("') has cofinality greater than "'. Now c is an accumulation 
point for measures below 13 so by Proposition 4.2, C E Cj(a,f3') for some 13' ~ 13 
and hence is an accumulation point for measures below 13' + 1, contradicting the 
choice of cn . 

These sequences do not, of course, actually determine j, either at '" or elsewhere. 
They will, however (or rather the support functions for c will), determine J. I Lj. 
In fact Lj will depend only on K(l) and hence on the ordinal f3j defined earlier, 
and j I Lj will depend only on Lj and the support functions for the sequence 
(cn : n < k). Thus the class Lj will be the same for all of the four examples below, 
and j I Lj will be the same for all but the last. We assume that oJ" ("') = 2 and let 
Uo = 1(",,0) and U1 = 1(",,1). 

(1) The model L(l), with J' being the ultrapower by U1 = 1(",,1). 
(2) Let j be the iterated ultrapower by Uo x U1 and use methods of Kunen and 

Paris [K-P71] to get a generic extension of L(l) in which J. is the ultrapower by 
an extensior. of U1 . 
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(3) Let j be the iterated ultrapower using w many interations of Uo and a single 
interation of U1 . Obtain a model in which j is the canonical embedding of an exten-
sion of U1 by first using iterated Prikry forcing [Ma7S] to make every measurable 
cardinal below", have cofinality wand then using the Kunen-Paris technique. 

(4) Let j be the iterated ultrapower by ul and proceed as in example (2). 
Our basic result is 

4.7. THEOREM. Suppose that there is no inner model of:::J", 0("') = ",++, that 
U is a measure on "', and that j: V" ----+ VK jU is the canonical embedding. Then 
Lj = K (:J*) and J. ~ Lj = j*, where :J* and j* are defined as follows: 

4.8. DEFINITION. i*:K(J) ----+ K(J*) is the least iterated ultrapower such that 
every measure in J* except those on i* ("') has a ",-set of indiscernibles. 

Notice that the ",-set of indiscernibles may either be in V to start with or it may 
be added by i*. In the simplest cases, when V = L(J) or O(A) < '" in K(J) for 
all cardinals A, there are no ",-sets of indiscernibles in V and so they must all be 
added by i*. 

4.9. DEFINITION. The map j* is defined in K(:J*) in two parts, 

j*: K(J*) ~ K(jdJ*)) i.:.. K(J**). 

The first, j1, incorporates the effect of j at "', while j2 is an analogue of i*. The 
second is simpler and we describe it first: simply iterate the measures in K (j1 (:J*)) 
until all the measures, except those on j* i* ("'), have a J" ('" )-set of indiscernibles. 
Notice that, unlike the case of i* where some of the sets of indiscernibles may 
already be in the ground model V, the definition of j2 takes place inside of K(:J*) 
which has no sets of indiscernibles so that all the sets of indiscernibles will be added 
by the iterated ultrapower J2. 

The map J·1 is an iterated ultrapower of K (:J*) with support functions i* (J ) 
where f is the sequence of support functions of the sequence (en: n < k) from 
Definition 4.6. This statement does not uniquely define j1, since an accumulation 
point for ordinals below a limit ordinal (3 may be obtained by taking iterated 
ultrapowers using any strictly increasing sequence of measures cofinal in (3, however 
the choice of this iterated ultrapower does not matter (provided it is in K(:J*)) 
because any differences will be absorbed by J"2, giving rise to the same map j*. 

4.10. LEMMA. If j ~ K(:J*) = j* then K(:J*) = K(Jj) = Lj. Thus it will be 
enough to prove that j I K (J*) = j* . 

PROOF. Since j* is definable inside K(:J*), the assumption implies that V c 
K(:J*). Hence by Theorem 0.3 it will be enough to show that every measure W in 
:J* is in Lj. If W is a measure on A i- i* ("') then this is easy: there is a ",-set D of 
indiscernibles for W, so W n K(:J*) = {x C A: dE j(x)} where d is the ",th member 
of j(D). 

Since 0("') either is a successor or has cofinality at least", by Corollary 4.3 and 
i* does not use any measures on "', i*" o( "') is cofinal in i* (o( "')) and by coherence it 
will be enough to show that every measure :J* (i* (",), i* ((3)) is in Lj. By our choice 
of J, the iterated ultrapower j uses a measure on '" larger than (3; this means that 
there is (3' > j((3) such that Cj (j(",),(3') has a member d. Suppose (3 = j(J)(7) 
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where c is a support in 0 and f is in K(l). If c has length n-l then let F be the 
ultrafilter on ~n defined by F = {x C ~n: (c,d) E j(x)}. Then i*(F) E V since if 
x E K(l*) then since the support of x in i* involves only measures below ~ and F 
is ~ complete, x E i*(F) iff {a:i*(a)E x} E F iff (c ~d) E j({a:i*(a) E x}) iff 
j(i*)(c ~d) E j(x). Since f(a) > {3 almost everywhere, we have x E 1(~,/3) iff 

{(a, b): x n b E l(b, C(~, {3, f(a))(b))} E F, 

so x E i*(l(~, {3)) iff 

{(a, b): x n b E 1*(b, C(i*(~), i*({3), i*(f)(a))(b))} E i*(F), 

and since 1* I i*(~) E Lj we have i*(l(~, {3)) E Lj. 0 

Now if x E K(1*) then x may be written in the form i*(f)(c), where f E K(l) 
and c is a finite sequence of indiscernibles from Ci *. Then j(x) = j(i*(f)(c)) = 
(U(i*)j)(f))U(c)) and j*(x) = j*(i*(f)(c)) = U*i*(f))U*(c)), so the theorem 
follows immediately from our main lemma: 

4.11. LEMMA. (i) U(i*)j) I K(l) =j*i*. 
(ii) j( c) = j* (c) for any of the indiscernibles c in Ci * . 

The proof of Lemma 4.11 will take up the final section of this paper. 

5. The proof of the main lemma. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 4. l1(i). U(i*)j) I K(1*) =j*i*. 
The two iterated ultrapowers j(i*)j and j*i* are best understood by looking at 

the induced systems ofindiscernibles. The map j*i* is relatively easy to understand. 
First, for every measure except those on ~, the map i* either adds a ~-set of 
indiscernibles or does nothing, depending on whether there is already such a set 
in V. In either case j* adds a j(~)-set, and the ~-set from i*, if present, will 
be absorbed into it without changing it. Thus j*i* is, except at ~, the minimal 
iteration to generate j(~)-sets of indiscernibles for each measure except those on 
j* i* (~). The map i* adds no indiscernibles to ~, and j* adds indiscernibles to 
give j*i*(~) the accumulation points specified by the support functions for the 
accumulation points in Ci at j(~). Because of the completeness of the system of 
indiscernibles away from j*i* (~) these accumulation points completely characterize 
the action of j* i* at ~. 

Since J·(i*) does nothing with j(~), j(i*)j also has the accumulation points spec-
ified by the support functions for those for ~ in Ci. We will be spending most of the 
rest of the paper proving that away from ~, j(i*)j is minimal for adding j(~)-sets 
of indiscernibles for every measure except those on j(i*)j(~), and thus that j(i*)j 
is the same as j* i* . 

Recall that j(i*) is the iterated ultrapower to add j(~)-sets of indiscernibles 
(except at j(i*)j(~)) whenever they do not exist in VI<: jU. What we want to do 
is to look at the indiscernibles cj added by J. and relate them to the j(~)-sets of 
indiscernibles in VI< jU. We will show that 

(1) Every j(~)-set of indiscernibles taken from cj is in VI< jU. Hence if J. gener-
ates the required j(~)-set of indiscernibles for every measure on a then j(i*) does 
nothing. 
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(2) Every J'(I\:)-set of indiscernibles in V K jU can be taken from CJ. Hence if j 
does not generate the required j(I\:)-set of indiscernibles then there is none in VK jU 
and hence j(i*) adds one. This set will absorb whatever indiscernibles j did add, 
so that j(i*)j adds exactly the required j(I\:)-set of indiscernibles. 

We will be applying the techniques of §1 to the indiscernibles in Cj for a cardinal 
a =f J'(I\:) of KU(J)). It turns out that there are two cases, depending on whether 
a is in the range of i 

5.1. LEMMA. Suppose a = J'(a') and c E O(a,f3). If c = [-Xv c(v)] and 
f3 = [-Xv f3(v)] then there is a set A E U such that 7 = (c(v): v E A) is a I\:-set of 
indiscernibles for f3= (f3(v): v E A) at a'. 

PROOF. Pick 9 E K(J) so that f3 E J'(g)"c, let N -< H K ++ so that INI = 1\:, 
<K N c N, and I\: + 1 U {a', 7, f3} C N, and set A = 

{v: f3(v) E g"(c(v)) and c(v) E CN (a', f3(v))}. 

We claim that A E U. If c(v) E C(a',f3'(v)) for some f3(v) i- f3'(v) then let x(v) 
be the least set in K(J) such that x(v) E J(a', f3(v))\J(a', f3'(v)), and otherwise 
let, be such that c(v) S hN(!) < a' and let x(v) = a'\hN(!). Then x(v) E 
hN"c(v)nJ(a', f3(v)) for all f3 tJ. A such that f3(v) E g"(c(v)). Thus x = [-Xv x(v)] E 
j(hN)"C n J'(J(a, (3)), while c tJ. x, contradicting the assumption that c E CJ(a, (3). 
Thus A E U. 

We now have to show that (c(v): v E A) is a set of indiscernibles. If not then 
pick 9 E K(J) and (xv: v E A) so that Xv E g"cv and Xv E J(a', f3v) for all v E A 
but Cv tJ. Xv for cofinally many v, and let N' -:J N U {g} U {xv: v E A}. By the 
argument above, applied in N', {v E A: CV E C N' (a', f3v)} is in U, and hence is 
unbounded in 1\:, so we can pick out sequences (vn: nEw) and (~n: nEw) such 
that v > sup(support(g) n a') and Vn < ~n < V n +l, f3vn S f3f.n,c vn tJ. XVn , and 
cf.n E CN' (a, f3f.J for each nEw. If f3vn = f3f.n for infinitely many n then we have 
cVn tJ. XVn but cf.n E XVn for infinitely many n. By elementarity it follows that 
there is such a sequence of x's and function 9 in N, but this is impossible by Fact 
1.1(iv)(b). If f3vn < f3f.n for infinitely many n then a similar argument leads to a 
contradiction using Lemma 1.2(iii). D 

5.2. LEMMA. Suppose that 7 = (C v: v E 1\:) is a I\:-set of indiscernibles for 
f3 = (f3v: v E 1\:) over J at a' and that 7 and f3 are in N. Then 

(i) Cv E CN(a',f3v) for all sufficiently large v, 
(ii) j(7) is a j(I\:)-set of indiscernibles for j(f3) in VI< jU, and 
(iii) if a = j(a') and I\: S v < J'(I\:} then j(7)v E Cj(a,j(f3)(v)). 

PROOF. (i) If Cv tJ. CN (a', f3v) on an unbounded set then as in the proof of 
Lemma 5.1 there is a sequence in N of sets Xv such that Xv E J(o:', f3v) but Cv tJ. Xv 
for an unbounded set of v's. This contradicts the assumption that 7 is a I\:-set of 
indiscernibles for f3. 

(ii) This is immediate, since j is an elementary embedding. 
(iii) Let f E KI\: be arbitrary and let c = [-Xv Cf(v)] = j(7)[JJ. Then c must be in 

Cj(a,,) for some, < 01(.1) (a), since otherwise there would be 9 E K(J) such that 
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J(g)"c n [c, a) =I 0. It follows that g"cl/ n [CI/' a') =I 0 for cofinally many v < K, 
and since 7 E N there must be such a function g in N, which is impossible. Let 
/ = [AV /1/] and pick N' :::) N as in the proof of Lemma 5.1 so that AV /1/ EN'. 
Then the proof of 5.1 shows that C f(l/) E eN' (a', /1/) for almost all v, but since 7, 

/3E N Lemma 1.5(ii) implies that cf(l/) E eN' (a', (3f(I/)) for all sufficiently large v. 

Thus /1/ = (3f(l/) for almost every v and hence / = J({3)[fl. 0 

5.3. LEMMA. Suppose that cf(o(a')) = K, and that there are K,-sets of indis-
cernibles for a cofinal set of (3 's in o( a'). Then there are sequences 7 = (CI/: v < K,) 

~ ~ 

and {3 = ({31/: v < K,) such that (3 is unbounded in o( a') and 7 is a K,-set of indis-

cernibles for (3. 

PROOF. Pick N -< H",+ such that <'" N c Nand K, + 1 U {a'} C N. By 
elementarity N contains a sequence (7(c): v E K,) of K,-sequences for sequences 
(3(c), where Ue<K UI/<K (3(c)(v) = o(a'). We can take a diagonal sequence, 
CI/ = c(v)(f(v)) for v E K" so that 7 = (cl/: v E K,) is unbounded in K, and 
{3 = ((3(v)(f(v)): v < K,) is increasing and unbounded in o(a'). We claim that 
7 is a K,-set of indiscernibles for (3. If it is not then there is an N' :::) N containing 
a witness that it is not. Now each 7(c), being a K,-set of indiscernibles for (3(C), 
satisfies that c(c)(v) E eN' (a', (3(c)(v)) for sufficiently large v. By Lemma 1.5(iii) 
we can conclude that there is c; < a' such that for all C and v with c(c)(v) > c; we 
have C E eN' (0/, (3( c) (v)), contradicting the assumption that N' contains a witness 
to the failure of 7 to be a K,-set of indiscernibles. 0 

These lemmas enable us to analyze the indiscernibles from J(i*)J for ordinals 
a = J(a') in K(J(J")). If a' has a K,-set of indiscernibles in V for cofinally many 
measures, then using Lemma 5.2(ii) and (if cf(o(a)) = K,) Lemma 5.3 we see that Ci 
has J(K,)-sets of indiscernibles for cofinally many measures on J.( a) in J.(J") and these 
J(K,)-sets are in VK jU so the map J(i*) does not do anything to a. On the other 
hand if a' does not have a K,-set of indiscernibles for cofinally many measures then, 
since for sufficiently large measures on a there are no J(K,)-sets of indiscernibles in 
V'" jU, J(i*) will add them. By Lemma 5.1 ej only has indiscernibles for bound-
edly many measures on a, so the indiscernibles which are generated by J can be 
absorbed by those added by J·(i*). In either case we end up with exactly J(K,)-sets 
of indiscernibles for all measures on a. 

Now we turn to the ordinals in K(J") which are not in the range of y". Each 
such ordinal a has the form a = [AV a(v)], where AV a(v) is a strictly increasing 
function. In the following we assume that K, + 1 U {Av a(v)} C N. If a is not itself 
an indiscernible, that is, if a E J(gt}"a, then we assume that gl E N. Otherwise 
if a E ej (a',{3') where a' = [AV a'(v)] E J(gt}"a and {3' = [AV (3'(v)] E J(g2)"a 
then we assume that {Av a'(v), AV (3'(v), gil g2} c N. In this case when we write 
something of the form / E J(g)"c, for / E o(a), it is to be understood to mean 
=3!' E o(a') h' E J·(g)"c and / = C(a', /', (3')(a)). In addition any indiscernibles c 
mentioned will be assumed to be large enough that a' E J(gt}"c and {3' E J·(g2)"C. 
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5.4. PROPOSITION. Suppose that c = ['xv c(v)J E O(a,,8), where ,8 
[,Xv ,8(v)J EJ·(g)"c. Then {v:c(v) E eN (a(v),,8(v))} E U. 

PROOF. Exactly like the proof that A E U in the proof of Lemma 5.1. D 

5.5. PROPOSITION. Suppose that c(v) E eN (a(v),,8(v)) for almost every v. 
Then c = [,Xv c(v)J E eJ(a,,8) where,8 = [,Xv ,8(v)J. 

PROOF. If not then by Proposition 5.4 we can find N' :::l N such that {v: c(v) fj. 
eN '(a(v),,8(v)} E U, contradicting Lemma 1.2 which implies that this set is fi-
nite. D 

Thus indiscernibles in C1 correspond directly to indiscernibles in eN. We now 
will show that j(K)-sets of indiscernibles both in eJ and in VK, jU correspond to 
K-sets of indiscernibles in eN. This will show that, as before, either there is a 
j(K)-set of indiscernibles in eJ for cofinally many measures, in which case VK, jU 
also has such sets and J'(i*) does nothing with a, or else eJ has something less than 
cofinally many j(K)-sets of indiscernibles, in which case j(i*) adds such sets and 
they absorb whatever indiscernibles are in eJ. Thus the next two lemmas complete 
the proof of Lemma 4.11(i). 

'5.6. LEMMA. Suppose that in C1 there are j(K)-sets ofindiscernibles for cofi-
nally many measures on a. Then the set of v such that there are K-sets of indis-
cernibles for cofinally many measures on a(v) is in U. 

PROOF. Suppose that,8 ~ o(a) has cofinality j(K) and that a is an accumulation 
point for ,8 in eJ. Suppose that ,8 = [,Xv ,8(v)J E j(g)"co, where Co = [,Xv co(v)], 
and that {,Xv ,8(v), g,'xv co(v)} c N. We will show that if A = {v E K: a(v) is an 
accumulation point for ,8(v) in eN} then A E U. By Lemma 1.2 this will give a K 
set of indiscernibles for measures up to ,8(v) in J and the conclusion of the lemma 
follows easily. 

Suppose that A fj. U. Then for all v fj. A there are ~(v) < a(v) and ,(v) < ,8(v) 
such that eN (a(v), () n [~(v), a(v)) = 0 for all ( with ,(v) ~ ( < ,8(v). Since 
a is an accumulation point for eJ up to ,8, there are c and 8 with c E C1 (a, ,8), 
[,Xv ~(v)l < c < a, and [,Xv ,(v)J < 8 < ,8. If N' :::l N with {,Xv 8(v),,Xv c(v)} C N' 
then 

B = {v E K\A: c(v) E eN' (a(v), 8(v))} E U. 
Let D be an infinite subset of B. Then N' satisfies that for every set 9 E K(J) we 
have for all but finitely many v E D and for all x E g"(c(v)) that x E J(a(v), 8(v)) 
iff c(v) E x. Then (c(v): v E D) and (8(v): v E D) have the same property in V, and 
it follows that there are sequences (c/(v): v E D) and (8'(v): v E D) in N with the 
same property such that ~(v) ~ c'(v) < a(v) and ,(v) ~ 8'(v) < ,8(v). But then 
we must have c'(v) E eN (a(v), 8'(v)) for all but finitely many v's, contradicting 
the definition of D. D 

5.7. LEMMA. Suppose that {,8(v): v E K} C N and for almost every v there are 
K-sets of indiscernibles in V for measures below ,8( v). Then a( v) is an accumulation 
point for J below ,8(v) for almost every v. 

PROOF. Let A be the set of v such that there is such a K-set. Since there exist 
K-sets of indiscernibles, such sets exist in N: that is, for each v E A there are 
sequences (ce: ~ E K) and (,8e: ~ E K) in N such that ,8e E J'(g)"ce for all ~ < K and 
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some g in K(l) n N. It follows by 5.2(i) that c€ E eN (a(//), ,8€) for all sufficiently 
large~. 0 

PROOF OF 4.1l(ii). We need to show that if c E ei *, the sequence of indis-
cernibles added by i*, then j(c) = j*(c). We can define supports in ei * as we did 
in Definition 4.5 for Ci, with the difference that in the case of ei * we have more 
that w accumulation points and hence need the extra parameter in N: There are 
indiscernibles (; such that 8 = sup({;) < c and c = N(a,,8,8,1/,,8') where 1/ < K, 
(a,,8, ,8') are definable for ei * from (;, and there are no accumulation points c' 
for I > ,8 such that 8 < c' ::::; c. We can assume as an induction hypothesis that 
j*({;) = j({;) and hence j*(a) = j(a), j*(,8) = j(,8) and j*(8) = j(8). Since 1/ < K, 
j*(I/) = j(//) = 1/ and it will be enough to show that 

j(c) = Nji* U(a),j(,8),j(8), l/,j(,8')) 
and 

j*(c) = Nj*i* U*(a),j*(,8),j*(8), l/,j*(,8')). 
This is easy to see for j* (c), since j* only adds indiscernibles after those added by 
i*. For j(c) we have by elementarity that 

j( c) = j(Ni* (a,,8, 8, 1/, ,8')) = j(Ni* )U( a), j(,8), j( 8),1/, j(,8')). 
Now j(Ni*) = Nj(i*), that is, it only looks at the indiscernibles addded by j(i*) 
rather than all of those added by ji* = j (i* )j. Thus we need to see that there are 
no indiscernibles added by j which would come in ahead ofthose added by j(i*) and 
thus make Nj(i*)j different from Nj(i*). If the measures below ,8 on a which have 
indiscernibles in ej larger that j(8) are bounded in,8 then there is no problem, since 
such indiscernibles will not affect the value of Nj(i*liU(a),j(,8),j(8), l/,j(,8')). If 
they are unbounded in ,8 then by Lemma 5.1 there are unboundedly many such 
measures with K-sets of indiscernibles in V, in which case there was no need to use 
i* to add such sets: i.e., c = Ni* (a,,8, 8, 1/, ,8') does not exist. 0 
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